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1. INTRODUCTION

Forest species are critical information for forest inventory and management. Conventionally, automatic species 

classification in forest is mainly conducted based on the spectral information in remote sensing imagery such as

multispectral satellite imagery (e.g. [1], [2]). However, due to atmospheric conditions, illumination geometry, and 

optical properties of trees [3], spectral information of forest canopies is insufficient for individual tree species

classification. For brevity, hereafter, we refer to individual tree species classification as species classification. 

Since different species have different structural properties, the latter are expectedly able to facilitate improving 

species classification. Airborne LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) technology can help to derive individual 

tree structural features and utilize them in species classification.

Current studies on species classification have been successfully carried out in leaf-on forests [4]. Although 

conifers and deciduous trees can be successfully classified using airborne LiDAR data (e.g. [5]-[7]), species 

within conifers or deciduous trees were less explored. This is primarily due to the usage of low density LiDAR 

data (1-10 points/m2) which cannot fully characterize individual tree structures. Second, existing species 

classification methods are mostly limited by the selection of structural feature variables derived from LiDAR data, 

which is typically realized by the Linear Discrimination Analysis (LDA) or linear regression models [8]. In the 

feature selection methods, some variables important for specific species may be ignored. Moreover, species

classification accuracy is greatly dependant on the forest structures and species combination of test sites. The 

latest studies in North America reported species classification accuracies of 73.1% [9] and 68% [10], indicating

that species classification accuracy together with robustness can be considerably improved.

In this study, high density airborne LiDAR data (23 points/m2) are used to fully exploit tree structure features for 

species classification within conifers or deciduous trees. The methods for deriving structural variables from 

LiDAR data are improved for high density data, and several new structural variables are constructed. Moreover,

the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method [11] is applied to optimize variable selection, and consequently 



some feature information which may be ignored by LDA can be utilized. A decision tree classification method

[11] is developed and tested for automatically classifying species from selected feature variables.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Feature extraction

Different species tend to have different crown shape and foliage distribution. In order to characterize the latter,

two feature groups are extracted from each individual tree point cloud segment as listed in Table 1. To 

characterize crown shape, two geometric models are utilized to derive feature variables representing sharpness, 

symmetry and volume of individual trees. To characterize foliage distribution, variables are extracted by 

examining vertical profiles of individual tree, and are represent as different percentiles at certain intervals. 

Methods can refer to our previous study [12]. Moreover, in this study, the techniques of deriving variables Hp, Pp, 

and Cp are further improved to finer vertical percentiles (i.e. 5% height percentiles as described in Table 1.) 

because of the increased spatial resolution of LiDAR data. In addition, several 3 dimensional texture variables are

newly developed in this study. To do that, a voxel space is firstly defined for each individual tree segment and 3

dimensional volume data which represent point density in small voxels are created from the voxel space. The 

variables of 3 dimensional textures in Table.1 stand for the Haralick texture features [13] generated from the 

extended gray-level co-occurrence matrix using the volume data. 

2.2. Feature selection and classification

Firstly, to reduce the dimensional of variable groups Hp, Pp, and Cp (Table. 1) without losing important feature 

information, PCA is applied to the three groups respectively to obtain the first and second principal components

for each group. Secondly, multivariable correlation matrix of the derived principal components together with

other variables in Table.1 is calculated, in order to uncover the highly correlated variables which will not be 

selected for species classification. Feature variables with small correlations are selected as the inputs of decision 

tree algorithm. Furthermore, the proposed decision tree classifier is mainly designed to classify the species within 

conifers and within deciduous trees after the separation of the two categories. Decision rules are automatically 

derived from the training data of individual trees. Finally, the classification results are validated by field data.

3. EXPERIMENT

The discrete airborne LiDAR data were generated from small footprint full-waveform data collected in August, 

2009. The density of the discrete data is 23 points/m2 in average. The test site consists of 6 forest research plots 

located in the east of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, Canada. The sites are boreal forest including both mature 

coniferous and deciduous stands. Five dominant species jack pine (Pinus banksiana), white pine (Pinus strobus), 

white birch (Betula papyrifera), aspen (Populus tremuloides), and sugar maple (Acer saccharum) were selected 



from the 6 forest research plots.  Field data were collected at the same time with the LiDAR data acquisition. 276

individual tree segments were isolated from LiDAR point clouds and used in this study. 79 variables were

extracted from each segment firstly. After the application of PCA method, the number of variables was reduced to 

25 and then 15 highly correlated variables were further removed based on correlation matrix. Half of the 276 trees 

were used for training of the decision tree classifier and the others for validation. The overall classification 

accuracy of the five species is 81.3%.

Table 1. Feature variables derived from LiDAR data

Feature groups Feature variables Description

Crown Shape

(FCS)

FSH Sharpness of tree top

FSY Symmetry of tree top

FNV Normalized volume

FHD Height over maximum crown diameter

Foliage Distribution 

(FFD)

Hp1, Hp2, … , Hp20 Height percentiles at every 5% point intervals

Pp1, Pp2, … , Pp20 Point density percentiles at 5% height intervals

Cp1, Cp2, … , Cp20 Crown area percentiles at 5% height intervals

PRF, PRM, PRL Proportion of  first, middle, and last returns

MEANI, STDI Mean intensity, stand derivation of intensity of all returns

T1, T2, … , T10 3D texture variables

4. CONCLUSION

The study demonstrated the usefulness of high density airborne LiDAR data for species classification in boreal 

forest of North American. In this study, a new 3 dimensional texture feature is developed and verified to be useful 

to characterize foliage distribution of individual trees. PCA method and correlation matrix are well applied to 

optimize the variable selection. Moreover, experimental results illustrate that decision tree algorithm is efficient 

for species classification. Comparing with the classification accuracy in similar boreal forest areas of Ontario 

reported years ago [14], the proposed methods in this study obtained a higher overall accuracy above 80%. Within 

the five species, paper birch and aspen are relatively hard to differentiate due to the similar crown shape and 

foliage distribution. Future research will be conducted on the integration of airborne LiDAR data and high-

resolution multispectral imagery. 
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